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Abstract
In this paper, we presented a new projection and contraction method for linear variational inequal-
ities, which can be regarded as an extension of He’s method. The proposed method includes several
new methods as special cases. We used a self-adaptive technique to adjust parameter β at each iter-
ation. This method is simple, the global convergence is proved under the same assumptions as He’s
method. Some preliminary computational results are given to illustrate the efficiency of the proposed
method.
 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A classical variational inequality problem, denoted by VI(f,Ω), is to find a vector
u ∈ Ω such that
(u − u)T f (u) 0, ∀u ∈ Ω, (1.1)
where Ω ⊂ Rn is a nonempty closed convex subset of Rn and f is a mapping from Rn
into itself. Variational inequality and complementarity problems are very powerful tools
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branches of pure and applied sciences can be studied in the unified framework of vari-
ational inequalities. In recent years, classical variational inequality and complementarity
problems have been extended and generalized to study a wide range of problems arising in
mechanics, physics, optimization and applied sciences, see [1–22]. We now have a variety
of techniques to suggest and analyze various iterative algorithms for solving variational
inequalities and the related optimization problems. The fixed-point theory has played an
important role in the development of various algorithms for solving variational inequalities.
Using the projection operator technique, one usually establishes an equivalence between
the variational inequalities and the fixed-point problem. This alternative equivalent formu-
lation was used by Lions and Stampacchia [15] to study the existence of a solution of the
variational inequalities. A well known projection method is the extragradient method of
Korpelevich [14], which generates the iterates according to the following recursion
xk+1 = PΩ
[




xk − βf (xk)].
The method converges to a solution of (1.1) when 0 < β < 1/L, L is the Lipschitz constant
of f . In the case that f is not Lipschitz continuous or the Lipschitz constant L is not known,
the extragradient method require an Armijo-like line search procedure to compute the step
size with a new projection need for each trial, which leads to expansive computation. To
overcome these difficulties, several modified projection and extragradient-type methods
have been suggested and developed for solving variational inequalities such as Solodov
and Tseng [20], Solodov and Svaiter [21] had given some variant forms of the extragradient
method by adopting some line search strategies. Using the idea and technique of He [10],
we suggest and analyze a new modified projection method, which includes several new
methods, with different special cases of h(uk,βk). We prove the global convergence of the
proposed method under the same assumptions as in [10].
The present paper mainly focused on the case f (u) = Mu + q , where M is a matrix in
Rn×n and q is a vector in Rn. Then the problem (1.1) becomes linear variational inequality
problem, i.e., find a vector u ∈ Ω , such that
(u − u)T (Mu + q) 0, ∀u ∈ Ω. (1.2)
Throughout this paper, we assume that M is a positive semi-definite matrix (not neces-
sarily symmetric) and the solution of (1.2) denoted by S, is not empty.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we summarize some basic properties, which play an important role in
the convergence analysis of the proposed method.





 0, ∀u ∈ Ω, ∀v ∈ Rn. (2.1)
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and ∥∥PΩ(v) − u∥∥2  ‖v − u‖2 − ∥∥v − PΩ(v)∥∥2, ∀v ∈ Rn,u ∈ Ω. (2.3)
Note that problem (1.2) is invariant under multiplication f (u) = Mu + q by some pos-
itive scalar β . It is well known that solving (1.2) is equivalent to finding a zero point of the
function
e(u,β) := u − PΩ
[
u − βf (u)].
Next lemma shows that ‖e(u,β)‖ is a nondecreasing function for β > 0.
Lemma 2.1 [9]. For all u ∈ Rn and β˜  β > 0, it holds that∥∥e(u, β˜)∥∥ ∥∥e(u,β)∥∥. (2.4)
3. The method and some properties
To describe our method, we need a nonnegative sequence {ρk} satisfying
+∞∑
k=0
ρk < +∞. (3.1)
For given uk ∈ Ω , and a function h(uk,βk) depending on uk and βk , let





Now, we introduce a new projection and contraction method for linear variational in-
equalities as follows:
Algorithm 3.1.
Step 0. Given β0 > 0, 0 < ν < 1, u0 ∈ Ω , ε > 0, γ ∈ (0,2) and a nonnegative sequence






and e(uk,βk) = uk − u˜k.
If ‖e(uk,βk)‖ ε, then stop. Otherwise, go to Step 2.
Step 2. If
rk := ‖βk(h(u
k,βk) − f (uk))‖
‖e(uk,βk)‖  ν, (3.2)
then set
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d(uk,βk) = (I + βkM)T e(uk,βk) − βk
[
h(uk,βk) − f (uk)
]
,
τ (uk,βk) = e(u
k,βk)
T {e(uk,βk) − βk[h(uk,βk) − f (uk)]}
‖d(uk,βk)‖2 ,








βk(1 + ρk), if rk  0.2,
βk, otherwise.
βk+1 = βk and k = k + 1; go to Step 1.
Step 3. Reduce the value of βk by βk := 11+ρk βk ∗ min{1, 1rk };
set u˜k = PΩ [uk − βkh(uk,βk)] and go to Step 2.
Remark 3.1. Using Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, (3.2) implies that
βke(u
k,βk)
T (h(uk,βk) − f (uk))
‖e(uk,βk)‖2  ν. (3.4)
Remark 3.2. By Step 2 in our method we have βk+1  (1 + ρk)βk for all k. Since∑+∞
k=0 ρk < +∞, it follows that
∏+∞
k=0(1 + ρk) < +∞. Thus, there is a constant M > 0
such that, β0
∏+∞
k=0(1 + ρk)M . This implies that βk M for all k. Hence, the sequence{βk} is both upper and below bounded, i.e., we have
βl := inf
k
{βk} β0 > 0 and βu := sup
k
{βk} < +∞.
Remark 3.3. If the parameter sequence {βk} is monotonically nonincreasing, this may
cause a slow convergence when βk is taken too small. To avoid this situation, increasing
the step-size in Step 2 is necessary.






h(uk,βk) − f (uk)
]}
= ∥∥e(uk,βk)∥∥2 − βke(uk,βk)T [h(uk,βk) − f (uk)]
 (1 − ν)∥∥e(uk,βk)∥∥2. (3.5)
Then, we can find a constant η > 0 such that
e(uk,βk)
T {e(uk,βk) − βk[h(uk,βk) − f (uk)]}
‖d(uk,βk)‖2  η. (3.6)
The above inequality plays an important role in the proof of our contraction property.
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(u˜k − u)T βkf (u) 0,
i.e., {
(uk − u) − e(uk,βk)
}T {
βkf (u
k) − βkM(uk − u)
}
 0.
Using M is a positive semi-definite matrix, we get
(uk − u)T {βkMT e(uk,βk) + βkf (uk)} βke(uk,βk)T f (uk), (3.7)
i.e.,
(uk − u)T g(uk,βk) βke(uk,βk)T f (uk). (3.8)
Note that, by using v := uk − βkh(uk,βk) and u := uk in the basic inequality of projection





Adding the above inequality and (3.4), and using (3.8), we obtain
(uk − u)T g(uk,βk) (1 − ν)
∥∥e(uk,βk)∥∥2. (3.9)
Then −g(uk,βk) is a descent direction of 12‖u − u‖2 at the point uk . Since −g(uk,βk)
is a descent direction of the distance function at uk , along −g(uk,βk), one can find a new
iterate which is closer to the solution set. Due to this fact, we construct (3.4).
Now let us observe the difference between ‖uk − u‖2 and ‖uk+1 − u‖2. Denote
Θk = ‖uk − u‖2 − ‖uk+1 − u‖2. (3.10)
Now, we are ready to state and prove our main theorem as follows.
Theorem 3.1. Let u ∈ S and {uk} be the sequence generated by our method. Then we have
Θk  γ (2 − γ )η(1 − ν)
∥∥e(uk,βk)∥∥2. (3.11)
Proof. First, it follows from (2.3) and (3.3) that
‖uk+1 − u‖2  ∥∥uk − u − αkg(uk,βk)∥∥2 − ∥∥uk − uk+1 − αkg(uk,βk)∥∥2. (3.12)
Substituting (3.12) into (3.10), we obtain
Θk  ‖uk − u‖2 −
∥∥uk − u − αkg(uk,βk)∥∥2 + ∥∥uk − uk+1 − αkg(uk,βk)∥∥2
= ‖uk − uk+1‖2 + 2αk(uk − u)T g(uk,βk) + 2αk(uk+1 − uk)T g(uk,βk).
Using (3.8), we have
Θk  ‖uk − uk+1‖2 + 2αkβke(uk,βk)T f (uk)
+ 2αkβk(uk+1 − uk)T
(
MT e(uk,βk) + f (uk)
)
= ‖uk − uk+1‖2 + 2αkβk(uk+1 − u˜k)T f (uk) + 2αkβk(uk+1 − uk)T MT e(uk,βk)
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+ 2αkβk(uk+1 − u˜k)T f (uk) + 2αkβk(uk+1 − uk)T MT e(uk,βk)
= ∥∥uk − uk+1 − αkd(uk,βk)∥∥2




h(uk,βk) − f (uk)
]}
− α2k
∥∥d(uk,βk)∥∥2 + 2αkβk(uk+1 − u˜k)T f (uk)
= ∥∥uk − uk+1 − αkd(uk,βk)∥∥2
+ 2αk
{




h(uk,βk) − f (uk)
]}
− α2k
∥∥d(uk,βk)∥∥2 + 2αkβk(uk+1 − u˜k)T f (uk).
Then, we get
Θk 





h(uk,βk) − f (uk)
]}
− α2k
∥∥d(uk,βk)∥∥2 + 2αk(u˜k − uk+1)T (uk − βkh(uk,βk) − u˜k). (3.13)
Now we consider the last term in the right-hand side of (3.13). By using v := uk −
βkh(u
k,βk) and u := uk+1 in the basic inequality of projection mapping (2.1), we obtain
(u˜k − uk+1)T (uk − βkh(uk,βk) − u˜k) 0,





h(uk,βk) − f (uk)
]}− α2k∥∥d(uk,βk)∥∥2
 2αk
{∥∥e(uk,βk)∥∥2 − βke(uk,βk)T [h(uk,βk) − f (uk)]}− α2k∥∥d(uk,βk)∥∥2.
Using αk = γ τ(uk,βk), we have
Θk  γ (2 − γ )τ(uk,βk)
{∥∥e(uk,βk)∥∥2 − βke(uk,βk)T [h(uk,βk) − f (uk)]}. (3.14)
From (3.5) and (3.6), it follows that
τ(uk,βk)
{∥∥e(uk,βk)∥∥2 − βke(uk,βk)T [h(uk,βk) − f (uk)]}
> η(1 − ν)∥∥e(uk,βk)∥∥2.
Combining the above inequality and (3.14), we get
Θk  γ (2 − γ )η(1 − ν)
∥∥e(uk,βk)∥∥2, γ ∈ (0,2).
And the conclusion of this theorem is proved. 
4. Convergence analysis
In this section, we prove the global convergence of the proposed method.
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point of problem (1.2).
Proof. From Theorem 3.1, we have




γ (2 − γ )η(1 − ν)∥∥e(uk,βk)∥∥2  ‖u0 − u‖2,










It follows from (4.1) that the sequence {uk} is bounded. Let uˆ be a cluster point of {uk} and
the subsequence {ukj } converges to uˆ. Using that e(u,βl) is continuous, we obtain
e(uˆ, βl) = lim
j→∞ e(u
kj , βl) = 0
and uˆ is a solution of (1.2).
In the following, we prove that the sequence {uk} has exactly one cluster point. Assume
that u˜ is another cluster point and satisfies
δ := ‖u˜ − uˆ‖ > 0.
Since uˆ is a cluster point of the sequence {uk}, there is a constant k0 > 0 such that
‖uk0 − uˆ‖ δ
2
.
On the other hand, since uˆ ∈ S and from (4.1), we have ‖uk − uˆ‖ ‖uk0 − uˆ‖ for all k  k0,
it follows that
‖uk − u˜‖ ‖u˜ − uˆ‖ − ‖uk − uˆ‖ δ
2
, ∀k  k0.
This contradicts the assumption, then the sequence {uk} converges to uˆ ∈ S. 
Remark 4.1. Let
dist(u,S) = inf{‖u − u‖ | u ∈ S}.
Note that (4.1) implies
dist(uk+1, S)2  dist(uk, S)2 − γ (2 − γ )η(1 − ν)∥∥e(uk,βl)∥∥2.
‖e(uk,βl)‖ is the error bound of (1.2). If there exists a constant µ > 0 such that
dist(uk, S) µ
∥∥e(uk,βl)∥∥,
we can obtain the linear convergence of the proposed method from Theorem 4.1 immedi-
ately.
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In this section we set two examples and applied the proposed algorithm. In both exam-





uk − βkf (uk)
])
.
5.1. Numerical experiments I
We consider a set of linear complementarity problems
u 0, f (u) 0, uT f (u) = 0, (5.1)
where
f (u) = Mu + q. (5.2)
We form the test problems similarly as in Harker and Pang [6]. The matrix M =
AT A + B + D, where A is an n × n matrix whose entries are randomly generated in
the interval (−5,+5) and a skew-symmetric matrix B is generated in the same way, and
D is a diagonal matrix with uniformly distributed random variable djj ∈ (0.0,0.3). The
vector q is generated from a uniform distribution in the interval (−500,0).
All codes are written in Matlab and run on a P4-2.00G notebook computer. The compu-
tation started with a vector u0 = 0 and stops as soon as ‖e(uk,βk)‖∞  10−7. We test the
problems (5.1) with different dimensions and β0 = 1 in Table 1, with n = 300 and differ-
ent initial parameters in Table 2. We compared the proposed method with that of He and
Liao method [12]. In all test problems, γ = 1.95. The test results for problems (5.1) are
Table 1
The numerical results for problem (5.1) with β0 = 1
n The proposed method The method in [12]
k l k l
200 346 777 409 847
300 387 893 458 959
400 412 947 492 1023
500 442 1018 525 1086
700 423 975 515 1060
Table 2
The numerical results for problem (5.1) with n = 300
β0 The proposed method The method in [12]
k l k l
105 388 893 451 948
104 392 903 449 945
102 394 870 449 945
10−2 355 753 458 959
10−4 392 899 454 940
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of evaluations of mapping f .
5.2. Numerical experiments II
The purpose of this subsection is to indicate that the proposed method is easily ap-
plicable for some problems in scientific computation. The problem is example 1 in
[22] for finding the shortest network in a given full Steiner topology. In this example,
P = {b[1], . . . , b[10]} are given points in R2 (called regular points) whose coordinates are
given in Table 3. x[1], . . . , x[8] are the locations of the additional points (called Steiner
points). The points-edges connections of the network are depicted in Fig. 1, where the
given regular points are labelled by “+” and the Steiner points are labelled by “o.” Note
Table 3
The coordinates of the 10 regular points in [22]
x-coordinate y-coordinate x-coordinate y-coordinate
b[1] 7.436490 7.683284 b[6] 1.685912 1.231672
b[2] 3.926097 7.008798 b[7] 4.110855 0.821114
b[3] 2.309469 9.208211 b[8] 4.757506 3.753666
b[4] 0.577367 6.480938 b[9] 7.598152 0.615836
b[5] 0.808314 3.519062 b[10] 8.568129 3.079179
Fig. 1. The points-edges connections of Example 1 in [22].
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the Steiner points.




‖x[1] − b[1]‖2 +
8∑
j=1
‖x[j ] − b[j+1]‖2
+ ‖x[8] − b[10]‖2 +
7∑
j=1
‖x[j ] − x[j+1]‖2
}
. (5.3)
For any d ∈R2, since
‖d‖2 = max
ξ∈B ξ
T d, where B = {ξ ∈R2 | ‖ξ‖2  1}, (5.4)






zT[1](x[1] − b[1]) +
8∑
j=1
zT[j+1](x[j ] − b[j+1])
+ zT[10](x[8] − b[10]) +
7∑
j=1
zT[j+10](x[j ] − x[j+1])
}
, (5.5)





zT (Ax − b), (5.6)
where
xT = (xT[1], . . . , xT[8])T , zT = (zT[1], . . . , zT[17])T ,
R=R2 × · · · ×R2, B = B × · · · × B. (5.7)
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The coordinates of the 8 Steiner points in the shortest network of Example 1 in [22]
x-coordinate y-coordinate x-coordinate y-coordinate
x[1] 3.926097 7.008798 x[5] 1.685912 1.231672
x[2] 2.421235 7.732073 x[6] 4.110855 0.821114
x[3] 0.584308 6.477602 x[7] 5.280318 2.098829
x[4] 0.808314 3.519062 x[8] 7.268505 1.659255
Table 5
Part of the output of PC method with u0 = 0 for Example 1 in [22]
Iteration Network-cost ‖e(u)‖ Iteration Network-cost ‖e(u)‖
0 67.4046273974 4.9e+000 154 25.3560677793 1.9e–010
40 25.3602675154 1.3e–002 155 25.3560677793 1.5e–010
80 25.3560711545 1.5e–005 156 25.3560677793 1.2e–010
100 25.3560679329 6.7e–007 157 25.3560677793 1.2e–010
120 25.3560677863 3.1e–008 158 25.3560677793 1.0e–010
135 25.3560677802 3.4e–009 159 25.3560677793 8.4e–011
Let (x∗, z∗) ∈R×B be any solution of (5.6), it follows that
zT (Ax∗ − b) z∗T (Ax∗ − b) z∗T (Ax − b), ∀x ∈R, z ∈ B.
Thus, (x∗, z∗) is a solution of the following variational inequality:
x∗ ∈R, z∗ ∈ B,
{
(x − x∗)T (AT z∗) 0, ∀x ∈R,
(z − z∗)T (−Ax∗ + b) 0, ∀z ∈ B. (5.9)
The problem can be translated to a linear variational inequality:

















and Ω =R×B. (5.11)
We applied the proposed method to solve this problem with βk ≡ 1, we take u0 = 0
as the start point and γ = 0.85. Our algorithm reaches ‖e(u)‖2  10−10 in a total 159
iterations.
The locations of the Steiner points in the shortest network are given in Table 4. Table 5
shows the part of the computer output of this test run. The second and 5th columns in
Table 5 show the cost of the current network. The third and 6th columns show the error
bound. For this problem, the start point in [22] was taken to be u0 = 0. Therefore at the
beginning of the iterations we have the same start network-cost as in [22]. The interior
point algorithm in [22] reaches the final cost 25.3560677802 in 23 iterations, while our
algorithm reaches this cost in 135 iterations (see Table 5). It seems that we need about 6
times of iterations as the interior point algorithm. However, the cost of each iteration in
our algorithm is quite low. Table 5 indicates that the method is linearly convergent and the
average convergence factor is about 0.85. The shortest network is depicted in Fig. 2.
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6. Concluding remarks
The presented study deal with a new projection and contraction method for solving
linear variational inequalities. The main contribution of this paper, firstly we used the same
direction as the method of He, we presented a new step size αk , secondly we proposed
a self-adaptive strategy of adjusting the parameter βk and thirdly the numerical results
showed that our algorithm works well for problems tested.
The extension of the proposed method for solving linear general variational inequalities
and the comparison with others method in this area are our future research.
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